and are as of persistent a character as many other sedimentary deposits. Depositions of these beds occurred in large bodies of water in an environment where evaporation exceeded precipitation and where the temperature and other climatic factors were so controlling that they impressed upon the beds special traits which have continued through subsequent geologic time, and a study of these depositions, therefore, enables us to deduce the paleo-geography and paleo-climate by applying physical and chemical tests to the sediments.

The primary purpose of this paper, therefore, is to show the combined use of physics, chemistry, and geology in the understanding of a particular environment, and to stimulate the geologist to the utilization of other scientific data to the better understanding of sedimentary processes. The paper begins with a discussion of the warming of a body of water by solar energy, and the change in evaporation with increase in salinity up to the point where water has been saturated as to one or more compounds, and then the order in which precipitation takes place as to different minerals. Actual sediments containing these precipitates are then discussed in order to show the time involved in their formation and the physiography and climate of the basin in which they were formed. The changes which take place in these sediments after burial and particularly the ones immediately following deposition, are discussed.

The paper does not go into any detailed sections in any particular salt series, except what may be necessary to demonstrate some particular points, but from the general principles of this type of sedimentation it is believed that geologists, working in areas where there are sediments of this kind, will understand better the particular areas where they are making correlations by subdividing the sediments of this class.


A series of cross sections is presented, correlating the Cretaceous beds of East Texas through North Louisiana and South Arkansas, into Mississippi.

11. **Mesozoic Igneous Rocks of the Northern Gulf Coastal Plain**, C. L. Moody, The Ohio Oil Company, Shreveport, Louisiana.

Study of the outcrop areas of igneous intrusions in the Texas, Arkansas, and Georgia portions of the Gulf Coastal Plain furnishes clues which simplify interpretation of igneous rocks found in deep well samples in the Mississippi Embayment. Many of the known centers of later Mesozoic igneous activity, both outcropping and buried, are apparently the sites of ancient volcanoes which furnished to the depositional basins significant amounts of pyroclastic debris now in part preserved in the early and middle Gulf Cretaceous strata. Dikes transact the oldest known sedimentary rocks in the vicinity of the eruptive centers. The oldest igneous rocks of the Coastal Plain may bear a Triassic date; the youngest were emplaced in late Austin or early Taylor time.


The West Tepetate oil field, located in the Louisiana Gulf Coast area, was discovered by the Barnsdall Oil Company and Vincent and Welch in 1944. The presence of the structure was first suggested in 1930 by torsion balance exploration conducted by Vincent and Welch and was subsequently disclosed by various seismograph surveys during 1941 to 1944. The producing section lies below the *Heterostegina* zone in the Middle Miocene, and consists of nine oil- and gas-bearing sands ranging from 7,600 to 9,500 feet in depth. The structure is a gentle, irregularly elongate dome, believed to have been produced by the deep-seated intrusion of salt, though none has been encountered to date. There is about one hundred feet of effective closure at the producing levels. Only one fault has been